
If you are concerned about
a loved one’s extreme

beliefs or behaviors, call
our free and confidential
helpline at 844-49-PEACE

(844-497-3223) 
or 

email us at
help@parents4peace.org. 
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If you see any of these
changes, call us today!

Withdrawing from their family
and friends?

Secretive about their online
activities?

Constantly redirecting
conversations to their new
beliefs or ideology?

Experiencing significant
changes in mood (e.g.
irritability or depression)

Drastically changing their
appearance or behavior according
to their new belief?  (e.g. tattoos,
clothing, haircut, diet)

A Free and Confidential
 Resource for Families

We operate our helpline 
Monday - Friday

9:00 am to 5:00 pm (Eastern). 
 

In case of emergency, 
please contact 911 or 988

immediately.



Our free and confidential resource
will help you understand and
address your loved one’s attraction
to extreme beliefs and behaviors.

“I would recommend Parents for
Peace to anyone who’s struggling.”

You’re not alone What’s the appeal? If left unchecked, some
extreme beliefs and

behaviors may lead to severe,
potentially violent outcomes

for the individual, their
family, and society.

Any belief that encourages
extreme behavior can be an
extreme belief, such as:

White Supremacy
Alt-Right
Islamic Extremism
Neo-Nazism
Anarchism
Antifa
Eco-Terrorism
Black Separatism
Incel
Jihadism

Extreme beliefs seduce impressionable
young minds by the promise of:

An accepting community (while
turning them against their own
family and society.)

Freedom (while subjecting them to
rigid and arbitrary rules.) 

Certainty and purpose (through a
simplistic black-and-white thinking.)

A clear and sharp sense of right and
wrong (while blinding them to how
their own actions affect others.) 

A thrilling adventure to fight “evil”
(but doing so through harmful and
unlawful means.)

About Us
Parents for Peace, a 501(c)(3) non-
profit, has been running the nation’s
only non-partisan, free & confidential
intervention helpline for families
struggling with a loved one’s extreme
behaviors.

Learn more at www.parents4peace.org

Email: info@parents4peace.org
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